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Abstract

A finite-state, rule-based morphological analyser is presented here, within the framework of machine translation system
TAVAL. This morphological analyser introduces specific features which are particularly useful for translation, such as the
detection and morphological tagging of word groups that act as a single lexical unit for translation purposes. The case
where words in one such group are not strictly contiguous is also covered. A brief description of the Spanish-to-Catalan
and Catalan-to-Spanish translation system TAVAL is given in the paper.
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Introduction
Rule-based techniques are the usual approach for building
general machine translation systems. However, example-
based approaches have experienced an increasing interest
in different problems of machine translation during the last
decade. These approaches have shown competitive per-
formance in dealing with translation tasks in a restricted-
domain language and have also been useful in particular
subproblems that arise in rule-based translation, such as
POS tagging (Abney, 1997; Dagan et al., 1997) or finding
non-strictly linguistic relations among words or phrases in
specific tasks (Brown et al., 1990; Brown et al., 1993; Al-
Onaizan et al., 1999).

Finite-state machines have been successfully used for
the implementation of both rule-based and example-based
machine translation systems and tools for natural language
processing (Rochar & Schabes, 1995; Oflazer, 1996; Mohri,
1997; Mohri et al., 2000). Finite-state techniques are very
appreciated for their simplicity and high time performance.

TAVAL is a Spanish-to-Catalan and Catalan-to-Spanish
translation system that aims to combine adequately both
rule-based and example-based techniques on a finite-state
framework. TAVAL takes advantage of the high degree

of sequentiality existing between Spanish and Catalan that
makes possible to avoid the analysis of certain complex
word alignments and changes in syntactic structures. Up
to now, there are a few machine translation systems that
deal with these two languages. The newspaperEl Periódico
produces a Catalan version of news that are originally writ-
ten in Spanish by using a memory-based translator. The
SALT2 system is a rule-based computer-assisted transla-
tion system. INCYTA is a rule-based system that needs
post-process corrections. InterNostrum is a rule-based sys-
tem developed by a team of the Alacant University that uses
finite-state technology (Canals et al., 2000). The TAVAL
system will be tested for the translation of certain types of
bilingual official publications by the Valencian government.

The TAVAL translator performs a partial analysis of
the segment of text to be translated using a knowledge-
based dictionary. An efficient finite-state representation of
the dictionary was chosen following some guidelines from
the grammatical inference framework (Oncina et al., 1993).
The analysis is performed by means of a Viterbi-like algo-
rithm that is used for translation with finite-state transdu-
cers (Amengual et al., 2001). The output of the analysis is a
word-graph that represents different possible analysis (and



consequently different possible translations) of the source
sentence.

Morphological tagging of the input language in a trans-
lation system presents some specific problems that do not
usually come up in morphological tagging of a single lan-
guage. The translation between two languages very often
implies the detection of word groups in the source language
that act as a single lexical unit for the purpose of trans-
lation. For instance, the Spanish expression “por favor”
most of times should be tagged as a word group working
as an adverb, rather than as two different words working as
a preposition and a noun, respectively. Other more com-
plex examples include idiomatic expressions, periphrasis,
etc., that are not translated to the target language word by
word but as a whole, and therefore need to be detected and
morphologically tagged as a whole in the source language.

The morphological analyser in TAVAL differs from other
ones in the treatment of such word groups. TAVAL can de-
tect these idiomatic expressions and is able to produce an
ambiguous lexical tagging in which words may have been
interpreted individually or belonging to lexically significant
groups. This kind of analysis makes possible to improve the
quality of translations.

The purpose of this paper is to report on the structure
and implementation details of the morphological analyser.
This is explained in section “TAVAL morphological anal-
yser”. In order to put the analyser into context an overview
of the complete architecture of the TAVAL translation sys-
tem is given in the next section. Finally, some conclusions
are given together with the main guidelines for future work.

System architecture
The TAVAL system follows a modular architecture in which
text is processed through a cascade ofblack boxesthat han-
dle different phases of the translation process. In an over-
view, the main modules are the following:

1. A fragmentingmodule that breaks up the input text
into “fragmentation units” (FU), so that the subse-
quent translation problems to be treated by the next
modules are simpler.

2. An identifyingmodule able to identify and mark out
identifiable translation units(ITU), i.e., translation
units that may be identified with the available (local)
context.

3. A taggingmodule that assigns the corresponding pos-
sible grammatical categories to each translation unit
(TU) through a process of morphological analysis.

4. A statistical module forcategory disambiguationthat
decides what is the correct grammatical category to
which each translation unit belongs, in the context of
a given fragmentation unit.

5. A rule-basedtransferencemodule that finds the equiv-
alent sentence in Catalan for the Spanish input, given
the segmentation and linguistic information yielded
by the previous modules.

Our work until now has been centred on the first four
modules. This paper is devoted to the the morphological
analyser, module 3, which is described in section “TAVAL
morphological analyser”. In the following paragraphs we
will give a glimpse of the other pieces of the system, so as
to put the analyser into context.

In system TAVAL the linguistic information about trans-
lation units is compelled in one basic and several specific
translation dictionaries containing morphological, syntac-
tic, semantic, contextual and translation information for each
translation unit (formed by individual words or by word
groups). The basic dictionary refers the most statistically
significant words in a general language register while the
specific dictionaries deal with specialized subjects and are
intended to be used for particular types of texts (technical
and scientific texts, legal documents, commercial letters,
etc.)

The aim of the fragmentation module is to break up the
full-text input into linguistic fragments that can be viewed
as a unit for translation purposes. In our project we are
interested in detecting text sections, paragraphs, sentences
and tokens, and also in marking out some identifiable trans-
lation units such as abbreviations, acronyms or proper nouns.
The detection of articles and paragraphs is easy, since there
usually are explicit marks in the source text that indicate
the limits of this kind of units. However, the sentence-level
fragmentation is a non-obvious problem. The major dif-
ficulty is that the symbol used most often to indicate the
end of the sentence, the dot, is also used with others pur-
poses –to indicate abbreviations or as a part of a numer-
ical expression. Token detection encounters similar diffi-
culties. The character more commonly used to separate to-
kens is the white space, but also other symbols such as hy-
phens or punctuation marks. Our fragmenting module has
been implemented using finite-state techniques that com-
pile knowledge-based rules and lists of known abbrevia-
tions, acronyms, proper nouns, etc., in a parsing mechanism
that is both space- and time-efficient. We have performed
experiments with an 18-million-words bilingual corpus ex-
tracted from the bilingual edition of the newspaperEl Pe-
ri ódico. We have tested our system on 100 randomly cho-
sen paragraphs. Sentences, numbers, proper nouns and ab-
breviations were detected with less than 1% of errors, and
acronyms were detected with a 16% of errors.

Once the input text has been processed by the labelling
module (described on the next section) we obtain an am-
biguous word graph in which individual words and/or word
groups may have received one or more labels indicating
an entry in the dictionary and specific morphological in-
formation. This graph must be disambiguated so that la-
belling is reduced to one label per word or group of words.
The technique employed in TAVAL is an adaptation of that
described by Pla (2000) for POS tagging. This technique
combines grammatical inference and statistical models in
a machine learning paradigm. This same methodology has
been generalized for modelling linguistic units such as noun
phrases that will be necessary in the transference module
for solving translation problems such as gender or number
agreement.



For the transferring module it is important to remark
that, given the important similarities existing between syn-
tactic structures in Spanish and Catalan,it is not necessary
to specify a huge set of transference rules, as it is when
building ruled-based translation systems for more dissimi-
lar languages. In essence, two types of transference rules
need to be applied when translating from Spanish to Cata-
lan: changes in gender and number of words and (con-
textual) semantic disambiguation. A set of specific trans-
fer rules for particular problems such as the appearance of
weak pronouns in Catalan, the change or fall of preposi-
tions, or the change in verb tense, is also necessary.

TAVAL morphological analyser
A morphological analyser provides lexical, morphological
and syntactical information for each lexical unit in the anal-
ysed sentence. Most morphological analysers can only anal-
yse one-word lexical units. This fact implies an impor-
tant limitation since there are groups of words that have
their own lexical entity (idiomatic expressions, periphrasis,
etc.) and therefore should be analysed as a unique, inde-
pendent entity. A morphological analyser that is not able
to detect these composed lexical units will force incorrect
translations, since some special expressions that should be
detected, morphologically tagged and translated as a sin-
gle unit will receive instead a word-by-word analysis. The
TAVAL morphological analyser can detect significant word
groups and give specific morphological information for the
word group.

The TAVAL morphological analyser is based on a mor-
phological dictionary where morphological characteristics
(lemma and inflection paradigm) for each lexical unit are
stored, together with the corresponding syntactic category.
This morphological dictionary is internally represented by
a set of finite-state transducers (FST) that are automatically
generated from a more general dictionary containing mor-
phological, syntactic, semantic, contextual and translation
information built by expert linguists. Details on this are
given in the next subsection.

Morphological analysis is performed by a Viterbi-like
parsing of the input sentence through the finite-state net-
work. Lexical ambiguity causes that for a given input string
different possible analysis (and consequently different pos-
sible translations) of the input string can be performed. For
this reason, the output of the algorithm is a word graph in
which all the possible analysis of the input string (and con-
sequently all the different possible translations) are com-
pactly represented.

A morphological dictionary based on finite-state
transducers
A FST is composed by a finite set of states and a set of tran-
sitions between pairs of states. Each transition is labelled
by a symbol from the input vocabulary and by a string of
symbols that belong to the output vocabulary. Some states
can be final states, in which case may have an associated
output string.

The TAVAL morphological dictionary is based on a set
of FSTs. The main FST contains the morphological and

syntactical information for all the (single and complex) lex-
ical units in the dictionary. The input alphabet is composed
of Spanish characters plus a set of special symbols that
reference morphological patterns as it is explained below.
The output alphabet is composed of special symbols that
represent syntactical categories (nouns, adjectives, verbs,
pronouns, etc.) and morphological characteristics (struc-
ture of each word or group of words).

Simple lexical units are represented in the main FST by
a set of edges describing the spelling of the lemma (each
edge is labelled with a single character) followed by some
edges that describe the possible morphological patterns. Re-
presentation of complex lexical units is done by concatena-
ting the morphological descriptions of the individual words.
It is possible to insert special symbols that indicate that
a complex lexical unit can be splitted by some particular
kind of word (adverbs, adjectives and some other) –i.e., the
Spanish expressionechar de menos, meaning to miss some-
one or something, can appear modified by adverbs that are
inserted immediately after the verb:echar mucho de menos,
echar a menudo de menos, etc.– See an example of some
entries of this dictionary in figure 1.

s:caser−fa28 A−−

s:caser−fn28 NC−
$fn28

$fa28

$fnm14
s:caser−fnm14 NC−

a s ec
e

s:casete−fnmof36 NC−

s:casete−fnm4 NC−

s:caseta−fnf3 NC−

s:caset−fnm14 NC−

$fnm14
a

$fnf3

$fnmof36

r

t

$fnm4

Figure 1: A simplified example of the morphological dic-
tionary structure. The special symbols ($fnf3, $fnmof36,
$fa28, etc.) serve as a reference to another subFST. An ex-
ample of subFST (specifically $fa28) is showed in figure 2.

FP−−−−−

MP−−−−−MS−−−−−

FS−−−−−a

o s

s

Figure 2: An example of subFST.

Lexical units share inflection paradigms, combination
with pronouns, composition with suffixes, etc. Each one
of these common morphological patterns is modelled by
onesubFST. In this way, morphological information is effi-
ciently represented in the main FST by using edges that are
labelled with special symbols which serve as a reference to
these subFSTs. Therefore, the main FST does not need to
incorporate an explicit expansion of all the subFSTs (see
figure 1). On the other hand, the main FST is structured
as a prefix-acceptor tree so common prefixes of the lemmas
are compactly represented.

Searching inside the dictionary
Given an input string�, the process of analysis searches
for the sequence of states (path) in the network that parses



te / s:te PN−0S2A0−−
$v1

[−P3−−MD] s
:@
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PT $v1
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$v1

[aban] / much$fa28[o] /
$fa28[MS−−−−]s:much−$fa28 A−− $fa28

mucho / s:mucho TQ−−−−−−−−

$fnf7[MS−−−−] s:menos $fnf7 NC− $fnf7

de+menos / s:de+menos TM−−−−−−−−

menos$fnf7[] /

te / s:te PN−0S2D0−−

$fnf3[FS−−−−] s:te−$fnf3 NC− $fnf3
te$fnf3[] /

$fnf3[FS−−−−] s:de−$fn3 NC− $fn3

de$fnf3[] /

de / s:de R−−−−−−−−−

10

2 3 4

5

menos / s:menos TQ−−−−−−−−

menos / s:menos AI−−S−−−−−

ech$v1[aban]+$ADV[mucho]+de+menos / $v1[−P3−−MD] $ADV[s:mucho TQ−−−−−−−−] s:ech−$v1+$ADV+de+menos VTR $v1

Figure 3: Word graph generated by the morphological analyser for the input Spanish sentence “te echaban mucho de
menos”. Two complex lexical units have been detected: “echaban mucho de menos” (transition:1-5) and “de menos”
(transition:3-5).

� and goes from the initial state to a final state, and then
outputs the sequence� of output symbols that is associated
to the sequence of states. The output string� will contain
the syntactical and morphological information for the input
string�.

The lexical ambiguity causes that for a given input string
� more than one path can be found between the initial state
and final states. Therefore, different possible analysis of
the input string can be performed (and consequently differ-
ent possible translations can be obtained). For this reason,
the output of the algorithm is aword graphin which all the
possible analysis of the input string are compactly repre-
sented. Each word graph is a FST where every path from
the (unique) initial state to the (unique) final state represents
one possible way to analyse the original input string�. The
different analysis are described by the input symbols in the
word graph, while the corresponding morphological infor-
mation for each analysis is recorded using output symbols.
See an example of a word graph in figure 3.

The analysis is performed using a Viterbi-like algorithm.
During the search process when a reference to a morpho-
logical pattern is found the associated FST is expanded dy-
namically. In this way, the use of FSTs during the process
of analysis naturally indicates the morphology of the anal-
ysed sentence. As said above, the algorithm outputs a word
graph that records all the paths within the finite-state net-
work that have reached a final state and, therefore, are valid
hypothesis. The word graph can be seen as a compact re-
presentation of all possible analysis of the input sequence
by the morphological analyser.

Conclussions
An efficient finite-state morphological analyser has been
described. The aim of this analyser is its use as the first step
in a Spanish-to-Catalan translation system. The efficiency
of the analyser is due to the use of finite-state models and
associated search algorithms. An example of a word graph
produced by the analyser is presented in figure 3 and il-
lustrate the behaviour of the analyser for different types of
sentences.

The next step is to prune the unnecessary paths in the
output word graph in order to produce a unique analysis of
the input string. This step will be carried out using statisti-
cal methods for category disambiguation.
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